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Scares the hell out of individuals content with not thinking by themselves, or evaluating their
very own thinking. Nothing very much has changed because the early Nineteenth Century. Don't
read it.. Printed incorrectly Got my copy and webpages 9 through 40 are inverted and ugly.? I
followed the author on Kindle, we'll find if he publishes a vol. just read it nice book Worthless
book for lazy worthless morons. Portable and cheap It's very light, which is great if you are
packing it around. An extremely quick examine, but I suspect that some readers may want the
font to be bigger. However, given the super good deal, it was high quality. I almost got the
feeling like the substrate of reality was such that you can under no circumstances eliminate the
"bourgeoisie snakes from within", maybe that alluded to the theory that layering a Marxist
framework along with reality implies that reality will often poke through, actually after it has
suffocated and starved enough? The entire book is goofed up due to this. I'm not pleased.
One Star Extremely disappointing that I must buy this product.Quick read with compelling,
progressive logic that's predicated on centuries of historical events and additional facts. Five
Stars If politics, economy or life in general interest you - that is a must. 11/6 Well, this literature
has opened my eyes a little bit toward Communists. I still am not really a Communist if that's
what you are wondering. A Good Present Edition for the Scholar in Your Life The MacMillan
Collector’s Library edition of Karl Marx’s “The Communist Manifesto” includes the 1888 Samuel
Moore translation of “The Communist Manifesto,” “Wages, Price, and Profit” from 1898, and
Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling’s 1887 translation of “Capital.” Hugh Griffith’s introduction
presents biographical information regarding Marx and puts his work into its historical context,
particularly after the apparent “victory” of capitalism over communism at the end of the Cold
Battle, with Griffith arguing that, contrary to popular opinion, Marx remains as prescient as ever
in light of the economies of post-industrial culture. This edition reprints all three texts in their
entirety and completely articulates Marx’s suggestions of course and wage warfare. Ironically,
this edition makes a good gift using its portable size, gilt edges, and classic dust coat art. He
does an excellent job of providing a whole lot of examples where other variations of
communism are incorrect and flawed, and just why, but never really gives a good tutorial on
how best to pragmatically instantiate marxism.Interesting ideas, not practical enough for real
application. This was the wrong book for me, but maybe it'll be better for you: I was expecting
more of a much more clear cut guide on how exactly to overthrow the existing regime in order
to develop a utopian society in which class no longer exists. Marxs will be very upset.. Or,
maybe an ideal thing for them. My bible This will save the world Small but alright for the price
Great reserve for the purchase price. 2 sometime soon! I dontunderstand, why are you offering
this book rather than giving it away free of charge? great book thank you Good book Good
read excellent this is an amazing book and everyone must read Not for those who believe that
their fate is in God's hands, that helplessness is a "safe" strategy, or who are comfortable with
people telling them what to do..yup. Anticipated a book, received a pamphlet Received a
cheaply-made pamphlet instead of a small bound book or something like that. You get
everything you pay for, I guess, but I'd recommend going with something more lasting (or
buying these in bulk at hand out to your noncommunist close friends). Or are you merely
benefiting from that great capitalism.
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